We investigate a class of quasi-linear nonlocal problems, including as a particular case semi-linear problems involving the fractional Laplacian and arising in the framework of continuum mechanics, phase transition phenomena, population dynamics and game theory. Under di erent growth assumptions on the reaction term, we obtain various existence as well as finite multiplicity results by means of variational and topological methods and, in particular, arguments from Morse theory.
Introduction . General overview
Let Ω be a bounded domain in ℝ , ≥ 2, with Lipschitz boundary Ω. Recently, much attention has been paid to the semi-linear problem
from the point of view of existence, nonexistence and regularity, where is a Carathéodory function satisfying suitable growth conditions. Several existence results via variational methods are proved in a series of papers of Servadei and Valdinoci [41] [42] [43] 45 ] (see also Iannizzotto and Squassina [21] for the special case = 1/2, = 2 and = 1, with exponential nonlinearity). The issues of regularity and non-existence of solutions are examined by Ca arelli and Silvestre [7] , Ros Oton and Serra [38] [39] [40] . The corresponding equation in ℝ is studied by Cabré and Sire [4, 5] . Although the fractional Laplacian operator (−Δ) , and more generally pseudodi erential operators, have been a classical topic in harmonic analysis and partial di erential equations for a long time, the interest in such operators has constantly increased during the last few years. Nonlocal operators such as (−Δ) naturally arise in continuum mechanics, phase transition phenomena, population dynamics and game theory, see e.g. Ca arelli [6] and the references therein. In the works of Metzler and Klafter [29, 30] , the description of anomalous di usion via fractional dynamics is investigated and various fractional partial di erential equations are derived from Lévy random walk models, extending Brownian walk models in a natural way. In particular, in the paper of Laskin [23] a fractional Schrödinger equation was obtained, which extends to a Lévy framework the classical result that path integral over Brownian trajectories leads to the Schrödinger equation. Fractional operators are also involved in financial mathematics, since Lévy processes with jumps revealed as more appropriate models of stock pricing, compared to the Brownian ones used in the celebrated Black and Scholes option pricing model (see Applebaum [1] ). Very recently, a new nonlocal and nonlinear operator was considered, namely for ∈ (1, ∞), ∈ (0, 1) and smooth enough consistent, up to some normalization constant depending upon and , with the linear fractional Laplacian (−Δ) in the case = 2. For the motivations that lead to the study of such operators, we refer the reader again to the review paper [6] . This operator, known as the fractional -Laplacian, leads naturally to the study of the quasi-linear problem (−Δ) = ( , ) in Ω, = 0 in ℝ \ Ω.
(1.3)
One typical feature of the aforementioned operators is the nonlocality, in the sense that the value of (−Δ) ( ) at any point ∈ Ω depends not only on the values of on the whole Ω, but actually on the whole ℝ , since ( ) represents the expected value of a random variable tied to a process randomly jumping arbitrarily far from the point . While in the classical case, by the continuity properties of the Brownian motion, at the exit time from Ω one necessarily is on Ω, due to the jumping nature of the process, at the exit time one could end up anywhere outside Ω. In this sense, the natural non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition consists in assigning the values of in ℝ \ Ω rather than merely on Ω. Then, it is reasonable to search for solution in the space of functions ∈ , (ℝ ) vanishing on the outside of Ω. It should be pointed out that, in a bounded domain, this is not the only possible way of providing a formulation of the problem.
In the works of Franzina and Palatucci [16] and of Lindgren and Linqvist [25] , the eigenvalue problem associated with (−Δ) is studied, and particularly some properties of the first eigenvalue and of the higher order (variational) eigenvalues are obtained. Then, Iannizzotto and Squassina [22] obtained some Weyl-type estimates for the asymptotic behavior of variational eigenvalues defined by a suitable cohomological index. From the point of view of regularity theory, some results can be found in [25] even though that work is most focused on the case where is large and the solutions inherit some regularity directly from the functional embeddings themselves. More recently Di Castro, Kuusi and Palatucci [13] and Brasco and Franzina [3] obtained relevant results about the local boundedness and Hölder continuity for the solutions to the problem of finding ( , )-harmonic functions , that is (−Δ) = 0 in Ω with = on ℝ \ Ω, for some function , providing an extension of results by De Giorgi-Nash-Moser to the nonlocal nonlinear framework. Finally, in the work of Bjorland, Ca arelli and Figalli [2] , some higher regularity is obtained when gets close to 1, by showing that the solutions converge to the solutions with the -Laplace operator div(|∇ | −2 ∇ ) whenever → 1.
. Plan of the paper
In the present paper, we aim at establishing existence and (finite) multiplicity of the weak solutions to (1.3) by making use of advanced tools of Morse theory. The contents of the paper are as follows:
• In Section 2, we introduce some preliminary notions and notations and set the functional framework of the problem. More precisely, in Section 2.1 we establish the variational setting for problem (1.3), in Section 2.2 we recall some basic features about the variational eigenvalues of the operator (−Δ) and related topics, and in Section 2.3 we introduce critical groups and some related notions.
• In Section 3 we establish a priori ∞ -bounds for the solutions of problem (1.3) under suitable growth conditions on the nonlinearity. These regularity results are used also in the existence theorems proved in the subsequent sections. To our knowledge, ∞ -bounds were previously obtained only for the eigenvalue problem (−Δ) = | | −2 , see [16] . The main result of this section is Theorem 3.1.
• In Section 4, we deal with the -superlinear case, namely ( , ) = | | −2 + ( , ), with ( , ⋅ ) vanishing at zero, proving via Morse-theoretical methods the existence of non-zero solutions for all values of the real parameter . The main result of this section is Theorem 4.1.
• In Section 5, we deal with the coercive case, including the case when ( , ⋅ ) is -sublinear at infinity, proving via truncations the existence of a positive solution + and of a negative solution − and the computation of critical groups at zero yields the existence of a third non-zero solution. The main result of this section is Theorem 5.3.
• In Section 6, we deal with the asymptotically -linear case, namely ( , ) = | | −2 + ( , ) with ( , ⋅ ) vanishing at infinity, proving some existence results via the computation of critical groups at infinity and a multiplicity result, for large enough, via the Mountain Pass Theorem. The main results of this section are Theorems 6.1, 6.2 and 6.4.
• In Section 7, we discuss Pohožaev identity and consequent nonexistence results in star-shaped domains (see Conjecture 7.2). For a short introduction to fractional Sobolev spaces, we shall refer to the Hitchhiker's guide of Di Nezza, Palatucci and Valdinoci [14] . Concerning the Morse-theoretic apparatus, topological tools as well as existence and multiplicity results for the local case = 1, we shall refer the reader to the monograph of Perera, Agarwal and O'Regan [35] , to the classical books by Chang [8] , Mawhin and Willem [28] , Milnor [32] and to the references therein.
Preliminaries
In this preliminary section, for the reader's convenience, we collect some basic results that will be used in the forthcoming sections. In the following, for any functional Φ and any Banach space ( , ‖ ⋅ ‖) we will denote
Moreover, in the proofs of our results, will denote a positive constant (whose value may change case by case).
. Variational formulation of the problem
Let Ω ⊂ ℝ be a bounded domain with smooth boundary Ω, and for all 1 ≤ ≤ ∞ denote by ‖ ⋅ ‖ the norm of (Ω). Moreover, let 0 < < 1 < < ∞ be real numbers, and the fractional critical exponent be defined as * =
First we introduce a variational setting for problem (1.3). The Gagliardo seminorm is defined for all measurable function : ℝ → ℝ by
We define the fractional Sobolev space
endowed with the norm
For a detailed account on the properties of , (ℝ ) we refer the reader to [14] . We shall work in the closed linear subspace 
We rephrase variationally the fractional -Laplacian as the nonlinear operator : (Ω) → (Ω) * defined for all , ∈ (Ω) by
It can be seen that, if is smooth enough, this definition coincides with that of (1.2). A (weak) solution of problem (1.3) is a function ∈ (Ω) such that
for all ∈ (Ω). Clearly, is odd, ( − 1)-homogeneous, and satisfies for all ∈ (Ω)
Since (Ω) is uniformly convex, by [35, Proposition 1.3] , satisfies the following compactness condition:
Moreover, is a potential operator, precisely is the Gâteaux derivative of the functional → ‖ ‖ / in (Ω). Thus, satisfies all the structural assumptions of [35] . Now we introduce the minimal hypotheses on the reaction term of (1. a.e. in Ω and for all ∈ ℝ ( > 0, 1 < < * ).
We set for all ∈ (Ω)
By Hypothesis H 2 , we have Φ ∈ 1 ( (Ω)). We denote by (Φ) the set of all critical points of Φ. If ∈ (Φ), then (2.1) holds for all ∈ (Ω), i.e., is a weak solution of (1.3). We recall now the Palais-Smale (PS) and the Cerami (C) compactness conditions in a set ⊆ :
Condition (PS).
Every sequence ( ) in such that (Φ( )) is bounded in ℝ and Φ ὔ ( ) → 0 in (Ω) * admits a convergent subsequence.
Condition (C).
Every sequence ( ) in such that (Φ( )) is bounded in ℝ and
admits a convergent subsequence.
Such conditions hold for our Φ, provided that the boundedness of the sequence is assumed: 
Proof. We deal with (PS). Passing to a relabeled subsequence, we have ⇀ in (Ω), and → in (Ω).
So we have for all
and the latter tends to 0 as → ∞. So, by the (S)-property of , we have → in (Ω).
The following strong maximum principle (see [3, .
An eigenvalue problem
We consider the nonlinear eigenvalue problem
depending on the parameter ∈ ℝ. If (2.3) admits a weak solution ∈ (Ω) \ {0}, then is an eigenvalue and is a -eigenfunction. The set of all eigenvalues is referred to as the spectrum of (−Δ) in (Ω) and denoted by ( , ). As in the classical case of the -Laplacian, the structure of ( , ) is not completely known yet, but many properties have been detected by several authors, see for instance [16, 22, 25] . Here we recall only the results that we will use in the forthcoming sections.
We already know from continuous embedding that the Rayleigh quotient
lies in (0, ∞). The number 1 plays an important role in the study of problem (2.3). We list below some spectral properties of (−Δ) :
Proposition 2.3. The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of (2.3) have the following properties:
We define a non-decreasing sequence ( ) of variational eigenvalues of (−Δ) by means of the cohomological index. This type of construction was introduced for the -Laplacian by Perera [34] (see also Perera and Szulkin [37] ), and it is slightly di erent from the traditional one, based on the Krasnoselskii genus (which does not give the additional Morse-theoretical information that we need here). We briefly recall the definition of ℤ 2 -cohomological index by Fadell and Rabinowitz [15] . For any closed, symmetric subset of a Banach space , let = /ℤ 2 be the quotient space (in which and − are identified), and let : → ℝP ∞ be the classifying map of the space , which induces a homomorphism * : 
Now let us come back to our case. We set for all ∈ (Ω)
and define a 1 -Finsler manifold by setting
For all ∈ ℕ, we denote by F the family of all closed, symmetric subsets of M such that ( ) ≥ , and set
(note that, for = 1, (2.4) and (2.6) agree). For all ∈ ℕ, turns out to be a critical value of the restricted functional Ψ| M (which is even and satisfies (PS) by [ 
Remark 2.5. In [22] a di erent construction of the variational eigenvalues is performed. Such a construction is equivalent to that described above, up to a point: precisely, one can easily see that, following the method of [22] , we obtain exactly the same sequence ( ), while it is not certain whether the topological property in Proposition 2.4 holds, or not.
. Critical groups
We recall the definition and some basic properties of critical groups, referring the reader to the monograph [35] for a detailed account on the subject. Let be a Banach space, Φ ∈ 1 ( ) be a functional satisfying (C), and denote by (Φ) the set of all critical points of Φ. Let ∈ be an isolated critical point of Φ, i.e., there exists a neighborhood of such that (Φ) ∩ = { }, and Φ( ) = . For all ∈ ℕ 0 , the -th (cohomological) critical group of Φ at is defined as
where * ( , ) denotes again the Alexander-Spanier cohomology with coe cients in ℤ 2 for a topological
The definition above is well posed, since cohomology groups are invariant under excision, so (Φ, ) does not depend on . Moreover, critical groups are invariant under homotopies preserving isolatedness of critical points (see Chang and Ghoussoub [9] , Corvellec and Hantoute [11] ).
Proposition 2.6. Let be a Banach space, let ∈ , and for all
We recall some special cases in which the computation of critical groups is immediate ( , ℎ is the Kronecker symbol).
Proposition 2.7.
Let be a Banach space with dim( ) = ∞, let Φ ∈ 1 ( ) be a functional satisfying (C), and let ∈ (Φ) be an isolated critical point of Φ. The following hold:
If the set of critical values of Φ is bounded below, we define for all ∈ ℕ 0 the -th critical group at infinity of Φ as
where < inf ∈ (Φ) Φ( ). We recall the Morse identity:
Proposition 2.8. Let be a Banach space and let Φ ∈ 1 ( ) be a functional satisfying (C) such that (Φ)
is a finite set. Then, there exists a formal power series
In the absence of a direct sum decomposition, one of the main technical tools that we use to compute the critical groups of Φ at zero is the notion of a cohomological local splitting introduced in [35] , which is a variant of the homological local linking of Perera [33] . The following slightly di erent form of this notion was given in Degiovanni, Lancelotti and Perera [12] . Definition 2.9. A functional Φ ∈ 1 ( ) has a cohomological local splitting near 0 in dimension ∈ ℕ if there exist symmetric cones ± ⊂ with + ∩ − = {0} and > 0 such that
In this case, we have the following result (see [ 
∞ -bounds on the weak solutions
In this section we will prove some a priori ∞ -bounds on the weak solutions of problem (1.3). Similar bounds were obtained before in some special cases, namely for linear, inhomogeneous fractional Laplacian equation (see [44, Proposition 7] ), and for the eigenvalue problem (2.3) (see [16, Theorem 3.2] ). A fractional version of De Giorgi's iteration method was developed by Mingione [31] . Our hypothesis on the reaction term is the following:
Hypothesis H 3 . The mapping : Ω × ℝ → ℝ is a Carathéodory mapping satisfying a.e. in Ω and for all ∈ ℝ
The main result of the section is the following: 
Proof. Fix a weak solution ∈ (Ω) of (1.3) with
, and is a weak solution of the auxiliary problem
For all ∈ ℕ we set = ( − 1 + 2 − ) + , so ∈ (Ω), 0 = + , and for all ∈ ℕ we have 0 ≤ +1 ( ) ≤ ( ) and ( ) → ( ( ) − 1) + a.e. in Ω as → ∞. Moreover, the following inclusion holds (up to a Lebesgue null set):
For all ∈ ℕ we set = ‖ ‖ , so 0 = ‖ + ‖ ≤ − , and ( ) is a nonincreasing sequence in [0, 1]. We shall prove that → 0 as → ∞. By Hölder's inequality, the fractional Sobolev inequality (see [14, Theorem 6.5] 
So, what we need now is an estimate of ‖ +1 ‖. Using the elementary inequality
testing (3.1) with +1 , and applying also (3.2), we obtain
Concatenating the inequalities above we have
which rephrases as the recursive inequality
where > 1 and 0 < < 1 only depend on the data of (1.3). Now we set = + − 2 / > 0, and fix
We prove that, provided is big enough, for all ∈ ℕ ≤ , (3.4) for = −1/ ∈ (0, 1). We argue by induction. We already know that 0 ≤ − . Assuming that (3.4) holds for some ∈ ℕ, by (3.3) we have
By (3.4) we have → 0. This, in turn, implies that ( ) → 0 a.e. in Ω, so ( ) ≤ 1 a.e. in Ω. An analogous argument applies to − , so we have ∈ ∞ (Ω) and ‖ ‖ ∞ ≤ 1, hence ∈ ∞ (Ω) and
for some > 0 and > 1 only depending on the data of (1.3). This concludes the proof. 
Proof. Fix 0 < < 1. Let ∈ (Ω) be a weak solution of (1.3) with + ̸ = 0 and ‖ ‖ ≤ . We set = −1 . Then, ∈ (Ω) and ‖ ‖ ≤ 1. For all ∈ ℕ we set = ( − 1 + 2 − ) + and = ‖ ‖ . Reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we derive the following recursive inequality:
for some > 1, 0 < < 1 depending only on the data of (1.3). We set = −1/ ∈ (0, 1) and = 1/( ) ∈ (0, ).
Indeed, clearly 0 ≤ / . Moreover, if (3.6) holds for some ∈ ℕ, then by (3.5) we have
By (3.6) we have → 0 as → ∞, so ( ) ≤ 1 a.e. in Ω. Reasoning in a similar way on − , we get ‖ ‖ ∞ ≤ 1,
We set = 1/ . Letting span the interval (0, 1), we see that for every weak solution ∈ (Ω) of (1.3) with ‖ ‖ < we have ∈ ∞ (Ω) and ‖ ‖ ∞ ≤ −1 ‖ ‖ .
-superlinear case
In this section we study problem (1.3), rephrased as
where ∈ ℝ is a parameter and the hypotheses on the reaction term are the following:
Hypothesis H 4 . The mapping : Ω × ℝ → ℝ is a Carathéodory mapping, Since ( , ⋅ ) does not necessarily vanish at infinity, Hypothesis H 4 classifies problem (4.1) as -superlinear. Besides, by Hypothesis H 4 (iii) we have ( , 0) = 0 a.e. in Ω, so (4.1) admits the zero solution for all ∈ ℝ. By means of Morse theory and the spectral properties of (−Δ) , we will prove the existence of a non-zero solution for all ∈ ℝ, requiring when necessary additional sign conditions on ( , ⋅ ) near zero. Results of this type were first proved for the -Laplacian in [12] (see also Perera and Sim [36] ).
The main result of this section is the following theorem. In the present case, the energy functional takes for all ∈ (Ω) the form 
hence ( ) is bounded in (Ω). By Proposition 2.1, Φ satisfies Condition (PS). Now, fix ∈ (Ω) \ {0}. By (4.2) we have for all > 0
and the latter tends to −∞ as → ∞. In particular, Φ is unbounded below in (Ω). Moreover, by Hypothesis H 4 (ii) we have
so there exists an < 0 such that for all ∈ Φ we have
By the considerations above, we see that, for all ∈ (Ω) \ {0}, there exists a unique ( ) ≥ 1 such that, for all ∈ [1, ∞),
Moreover, by the Implicit Function Theorem and (4. It is immediately seen that Φ is a strong deformation retract of (Ω) \ {0}. Similarly, by radial retraction we see that 1 (0) is a deformation retract of (Ω) \ {0}, and 1 (0) is contractible (as dim( (Ω)) = ∞), so Φ is contractible.
We need to compute the critical groups of Φ at 0. With this aim in mind, we define for all ∈ [0, 1] a functional Φ ∈ 1 ( (Ω)) by setting for all ∈ (Ω)
where
is a non-decreasing mapping such that
Clearly, Φ 0 = Φ. Critical groups of Φ and Φ 1 at 0 coincide: for some ὔ > 0 independent of ∈ ℕ. Besides, for all ∈ ℕ, is a weak solution of the auxiliary problem
(4.5) By Corollary 3.2, there exists a constant > 0 (independent of ∈ ℕ) such that, for all weak solution ∈ (Ω) of (4.5) with ‖ ‖ < we have ∈ ∞ (Ω) with ‖ ‖ ∞ ≤ −1 ‖ ‖ . By the continuous embedding (Ω) → (Ω),
we have → 0 in (Ω), hence the same convergence takes place in ∞ (Ω) as well. In particular, for ∈ ℕ big enough we have ∈ (0) and ‖ ‖ ∞ ≤ /2, hence by definition of Φ it is easily seen that We prove now that Φ has a non-trivial critical group at zero for all ∈ ℝ, under appropriate conditions. We begin with 'small' : So, for all ∈ (Ω) we have by Hypothesis H 4 (i)
which, together with the continuous embeddings (Ω) → (Ω), (Ω) and by arbitrarity of > 0, yields
Now we consider separately the two cases: (i) By (4.6), we have for all ∈ (Ω)
and the latter is positive for ‖ ‖ > 0 small enough, hence 0 is a strict local minimizer of Φ. Thus, by Lemma 2.7, for all ∈ ℕ 0 we have (Φ, 0) = , 0 ℤ 2 . (ii) By Lemma 4.3, we may pass to Φ 1 ∈ 1 ( (Ω)). For all ∈ (Ω) we have | ( ( ))| ≤ a.e. in Ω, so
hence 0 is a local minimizer of Φ 1 . Thus, by Lemmas 2.7 and 4.3, for all ∈ ℕ 0 we have
This concludes the proof. Proof. First we assume (i). Again, (4.6) holds. We prove that Φ has a cohomological local splitting near 0 in dimension ∈ ℕ (see Definition 2.9). Set
Clearly, ± are symmetric closed cones with + ∩ − = {0} (as < +1 ). Defining the manifold M as in (2.5), by Proposition 2.4 we have
We define a mapping ℎ :
It is easily seen that, by means of ℎ, the set M ∩ − is a deformation retract of − \ {0}, so we have
Analogously we see that
Now we prove that, for > 0 small enough,
Indeed, for all ∈ − \ {0}, we have by (4.6)
and the latter is negative for ‖ ‖ > 0 small enough. Besides, for all ∈ + \ {0}, we have
and the latter is positive for ‖ ‖ > 0 small enough. So (4.7) holds. Now we apply Proposition 2.10 and conclude that (Φ, 0) ̸ = 0. If we assume either (ii) or (iii), we can develop the same argument for Φ 1 (replacing one of the strict inequalities < < +1 with the convenient sign condition on ( , ( ( ))) a.e. in Ω). Then we apply Lemma 4.3 and obtain (Φ, 0) = (Φ 1 , 0) ̸ = 0.
Now we are ready to prove our main result:
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We argue by contradiction, assuming We can easily check that, in all cases (i)-(iii), one of the assumptions of either Lemma 4.4 or 4.5 holds for some ∈ ℕ 0 , a contradiction. Thus, (4.8) must be false and there exists some ∈ (Φ) \ {0}, which turns out to be a non-zero solution of (4.1).
Multiplicity for the coercive case
In this section, following the methods of Liu and Liu [26] (see also Liu and Li [27] ), we prove a multiplicity result for problem (1.3), under assumptions which make the energy functional coercive. More precisely, by a truncation argument and minimization, we prove the existence of two constant sign solutions (one positive, the other negative), then we apply Morse theory to find a third non-zero solution.
We assume that Ω has a 1,1 boundary. The hypotheses on the reaction term in ( We define Φ as in (2.2). Since we are interested in finding minimizers of truncated versions of Φ, we shall need a nonlocal analogous of a well-known result of Garcìa Azorero, Peral Alonso and Manfredi [17] about local minimizers of functionals in Hölder and Sobolev topologies, which holds under suitable regularity assumptions. We briefly discuss such issue before introducing the main result.
For all ∈ Ω we set ( ) := dist( , ℝ \ Ω).
Accordingly, we define the weighted Hölder-type spaces ( , ∈ (0, 1))
admits a continuous extension to Ω ,
admits an -Hölder continuous extension to Ω , endowed with the norms
respectively. Clearly, if ∈ 0 (Ω), then = 0 on Ω. In general, all functions that vanish at Ω will be identified with their zero-extensions to ℝ . By the Arzelà-Ascoli Theorem, the embedding
compact for all 0 < < 1. Further, 0 (Ω) is an ordered Banach space with order cone
Lemma 5.1. The interior of + , with respect to the topology of 0 (Ω), is
Proof. First, we prove the direct inclusion, by contradiction. Assume that ∈ int( + ) and there exists an̄ ∈ Ω such that (̄ ) (̄ ) − = 0 (recall that − is identified with its continuous extension to Ω). We can find > 0 and a non-negative function ∈ 0 (ℝ ) such that ( ) = 0 in ℝ \ (̄ ) and (̄ ) > 0. For all ∈ ℕ set = − / . Then, ∈ 0 (Ω) and, as → ∞,
while for all ∈ ℕ we have (̄ ) (̄ )
This, in turn, implies that ( ) < 0 for some ∈ Ω, hence ∉ + , a contradiction. We now prove the reverse inclusion, arguing again by contradiction. To this end, assume that ∈ 0 (Ω) and ( ) ( ) − > 0 in Ω, and that there exist sequences
and ( ) < 0 for all ∈ ℕ. Up to a relabeled subsequence, → for some ∈ Ω, so we have
Hence, ( ) ( ) − ≤ 0, a contradiction.
We will assume that the following regularity condition holds:
Condition (RC). Let satisfy Hypothesis H 5 (i)-(ii)
. Then, there exist , ∈ (0, 1), only depending on the data of (1.3), such that:
(ii) if ∈ (Ω) and, for all 0 < < 1, the restriction Φ| ( ) attains its infimum at ∈ ( ), then ∈ 0, (Ω) and sup
Condition (RC) plays an essential role in the proof of the following result. Remark 5.4. In the linear case = 2, (RC) holds with = due to the results of [39, 40] . Such a case was carefully studied by Iannizzotto, Mosconi and Squassina [19] , who, through di erent ∞ -bounds and a nonlocal Hopf Lemma, prove versions of Proposition 5.2 and Theorem 5.3 with no regularity assumption. How to achieve (RC) in the nonlinear case ̸ = 2 is still an open problem, yet a partial result in this direction (namely, -regularity up to the boundary of the weak solutions) is provided in the forthcoming paper [20] .
We introduce two truncated energy functionals by setting for all ∈ (Ω)
where ± = max{± , 0}. The following lemma displays some properties of Φ ± :
Lemma 5.5. We have Φ ± ∈ 1 ( (Ω)). Moreover,
Proof. We consider Φ + , the argument for Φ − being analogous. By Hypothesis H 5 (ii), we have ( , 0) = 0 a.e. in Ω, so ( , ) → ( , + ) is Carathéodory and satisfies a growth condition similar to Hypothesis H 5 (i). So,
with derivative given for all , ∈ (Ω) by
Now we prove (i). Assume
We recall the elementary inequality
holding for all , ∈ ℝ. Testing with − − ∈ (Ω), we have
Hence, ≥ 0 a.e. in Ω. Now we prove (ii). By Hypothesis H 5 (i)-(ii), we have a.e. in Ω and for all ∈ ℝ ( ,
So we can find some > 0 such that, for all ∈ (0) \ {0} with Φ( ) > 0,
This assures uniqueness of ( ) defined as above, for all ∈ (0) with Φ( ) > 0. We set ( ) = 1 for all ∈ (0) with Φ( ) ≤ 0, so we have defined a mapping : (0) Similarly we deduce that the set (0) ∩ Φ 0 \ {0} is a deformation retract of (0) \ {0}. So, by recalling that dim( (Ω)) = ∞, we have
the last passage following from contractibility of (0) \ {0}. Now we compute the critical groups at infinity. Reasoning as in Lemma 5.2, we see that Φ is coercive. So, being also sequentially weakly lower semi-continuous, Φ is bounded below in (Ω). Take
We recall Proposition 2.8. In our case, by (5.4), (5.5), and (5.7), the Morse identity reads as
where is a formal power series with coe cients in ℕ 0 . Choosing = −1, the relation above leads to a contradiction, hence (5.3) cannot hold. So there exists a further critical point̃ ∈ (Φ) \ {0, ± } of Φ. Thus, + , − , and̃ are pairwise distinct, non-zero weak solutions of (1.3).
Remark 5.6.
A careful look at the proof of Theorem 5.3 reveals the following situation: either (1.3) admits infinitely many non-zero weak solutions (if ± is not a strict local minimizer), or it admits at least three non-zero weak solutions, one of which, denoted̃ , is of mountain pass type, i.e. 1 (Φ,̃ ) ̸ = 0 (recall Proposition 2.7). This can be seen directly, by constructing a path joining + and − , or by contradiction. Assume that 1 (Φ,̃ ) = 0. Then, from the Morse identity we would have
where ℎ ∈ ℕ, ℎ ≥ 2, ( ) = 0 + 1 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ( ∈ ℕ for all ∈ ℕ 0 ). This implies 0 ≥ 1, hence a first-order term appears on the right-hand side, a contradiction.
Combining ingeniously the techniques seen above and in Section 4, we can prove a multiplicity result for problem (4.1). Such a result requires modified hypotheses (involving the second variational eigenvalue defined in (2.6)). Proof. We first consider the case 0 < < 1 . In such a case, Φ is coercive and sequentially weakly lower semi-continuous, so it has a global minimizer ∈ (Φ). By Proposition 2.7 (i), we have (Φ, ) = , 0 ℤ 2 for all ∈ ℕ 0 . If > 1 , then we can find ∈ ℕ such that < < +1 . By [35, Theorem 5.7] , there exists some ∈ (Φ) such that (Φ, ) ̸ = 0. In either case, we have found ∈ (Φ) with a non-trivial critical group. By Hypothesis H 6 (iii), reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 5.3, we can see that (Φ, 0) = 0 for all ∈ ℕ 0 , so ̸ = 0.
In the study of the resonant case, we meet a significant di culty: the energy functional Φ need not satisfy Condition (PS). So, we need to introduce additional conditions in order to ensure compactness of critical sequences. We set for all ( , ) ∈ Ω × ℝ ( , ) = ( , ) − ( , ) .
We have the following existence result: Proof. Since ∈ ( , ), by Proposition 2.3 (i) there exists some ∈ ℕ such that ∈ [ , +1 ], and the latter is a non-degenerate interval. We assume (i). We aim at applying [35, Theorem 5.9 ], but first we need to verify some technical conditions. Set for all ∈ (Ω)
Then, for all ∈ (Ω) we have
, then in particular we have ( ) → ( ) a.e. in Ω. So, by the Fatou Lemma we have for all ∈ ℕ, ≥ 1
and the latter tends to ∞ as → ∞. We conclude that Condition ( + ) holds (see [35, p. 82] ). So, by [35, Theorem 5.9], Φ satisfies Condition (C) and there exists some ∈ (Φ) such that (Φ, ) ̸ = 0. Reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 6.1 we see that ̸ = 0. Thus, (1.3) has a non-zero solution. The argument for the case (ii) is analogous. Remark 6.3. We note that, if we only assume Hypothesis H 6 (i)-(ii), by the same arguments used in Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 we can prove the existence of a (possibly zero) solution. This is still a valuable information, since we have no condition on ( ⋅ , 0).
In the remaining part of the section we deal with the case of a reaction term which behaves -linearly both at infinity and at zero, but with di erent slopes. Our hypotheses are the following.
Since ( ⋅ , 0) = 0, we can define truncated energy functionals Φ ± ∈ 1 ( (Ω)) as in (5.1). We have Proof. We deal with − + (the argument for + − is analogous). We argue by contradiction: let ( ), ( ) be sequences in (Ω) and in (0, ∞), respectively, such that → 0 as → ∞, and for all ∈ ℕ ‖ ( ) − + ( )‖ * = ‖ ‖ −1 .
Since − + is ( − 1)-homogeneous, we may assume ‖ ‖ = 1 for all ∈ ℕ. So ( ) is bounded, and passing to a relabeled subsequence we have ⇀ in (Ω), → in (Ω) and We point out the following technical lemma:
Lemma 6.7. The functionals Φ ± ∈ 1 ( (Ω)) satisfy Condition (PS) in (Ω).
Proof. We deal with Φ + (the argument for Φ − is analogous). Let ( ) be a sequence in (Ω) such that (Φ + ( )) is bounded in ℝ and Φ Let 1 ∈ (Ω) be a positive 1 -eigenfunction (recall Proposition 2.3 (ii)). Then for all > 0 we have
and the latter tends to −∞ as → ∞. So, Φ + exhibits the 'mountain pass geometry'. By Lemma 6.7, the functional Φ + satisfies Condition (PS) in (Ω). Hence, by the Mountain Pass Theorem, there exists some + ∈ (Φ + ) such that Φ + ( + ) ≥ , with as in (6.7). In particular, then, + ̸ = 0. Reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 5.5 (i) we see that + ( ) ≥ 0 a.e. in Ω, hence ∈ (Φ) turns out to be a non-negative, non-zero solution of problem (1.3).
In a similar way, working on Φ − , we produce a non-positive, non-zero solution − of problem (1.3) (in particular, + ̸ = − ). 
